## Bug Description

Tenant is an API param for the compute resources which is used by Openstack. AzureRM uses tenant too as a parameter for creating the compute resource. However, AzureRM will be a plugin compute resource and although updating params of a resource is possible, but it has some limitations. It cannot modify the existing params, but it can add new ones.

So, I think we can just add a simple line in the description string "For Openstack and AzureRM only"

### Associated Revisions

**Revision a0042ba7 - 10/10/2019 01:28 AM - Aditi Puntambekar**

Fixes #27982 - Update description for 'tenant' param

### History

**#1 - 10/03/2019 03:42 AM - The Foreman Bot**

- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7079 added

**#2 - 10/10/2019 01:28 AM - The Foreman Bot**

- Fixed in Releases 1.24.0 added

**#3 - 10/10/2019 02:01 AM - Aditi Puntambekar**

- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset a0042ba737f46c9bedc3183a88c2e63ab457b7fb.